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KJLLTH CONDITIONS AMONG IOHM0 IN Houston, r^aus

O E A P i n

i

I N T H O D C C T I O

Historical Background;

..hen we are confronted with any problem, we are

naturally concerned with its origin,
among Negroes.
the problem?

so it is with the >roble

Just why has this become a problem?

of wealth

..hat is the basis of

These ..light be considered as two vital questions within the

mind Ot the in.-'ivi ual.

This problem of health grew out of the fact th t the Negro concen
trated or settled themselves in small

rws.

There h d "lv-ays been some

concern about health aau the promotion of it, but it had not until 1370

become ; real problem,

,-e give this p .rticuler (.1 to .ec tuse this was more

or less the date the t ,.e find :•!#. - oes settling in ciies.
of 1900 to 1925, the population of the

r

i

the yoer

egro in the city hss doubled.

There was moreover a pronounced trend towards the 1;r er cities, a concen
tration in metropolis

i are s.

Due to the over crowded conditions of tlie t ree in which tho Negro
must occupy and the failure of tho municipal gover le t to properly plan

this

rea, the health of the Negro becomes impaired,

pro Die...

11 of which has for a basis ".a

rural to the urban districts.

ifis c uses

igv; ion of

health

ho .egro from the

The displace:tent of opposite population

necessitates fundamental readjustment of the community from which they
Move and In the community to which they go.

P R E F A C E

The following pages embody an endeavor to detect and state the actual
conditions which exist

:aong Negroes in Houston, Texas,

method by which these conditions might be eliminated.

nd to give some

The discussion in

cludes an historical background of the problem, an analysis and method
treatiiient.

This study is designed to point out tho causes of the high

mortality and morbidity rates among Negroes in Houston, Texas.
Hearty acknowledgements are due Dr. Thelmf Patten Law, Local Physician
of Houston, Texas, Kiss Esther Hamlet, Soci 1 Service Worker for that city,
and Prof. H. A. Bullock, Head of Sociological Department, - ruirie View,
Texas.

H. A. T.
Prairie View College
Prairie View, Texas
April 13, 1932.
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Historical Background:

When w© or© confronted with any problem, we are

neturplly eonierned with its origin.
among Negroes.
the problem'

3o it is with the problem of health

Just why has this besorae a problaal

®hst is the basis of

Those might be considered a© two vital Questions within the

mind of the individual.
Tills problem of health grew out of the fact tfet the Negro concen
trated or settled themselves in sm 11 areas.

These fed always been some

concern about health and the promotion of it, cut it had not until 1870
beooft® a real problem,

m give this particula r date bee suae this was more

or less the date that we find Negroes settling in cities.

From the year

of 1000 to 1025, the po ulfifion of the Negro in the city hr s double.

There

was moreover e pronounced trend towards the larger cities, a concentration
in metropolitan areas.
u© to the over crowded conditions of the are? in which the Negro
must occupy and the failure of the municipal government to properly plan
this area, the health of the Negro becomes impaired.
problem.

This causes 6 health

All of "hiajh has for a basis ths migration of the Negro from the

rural to the urban districts.

The displacement of population necessitates

fundamental read Justinea t of the community from which they move end in the
corrjuunity to which they go.

2

Daring such rapid expansion of the city population, it was in
evitable t

% old neighborhoods should grow and that entirely new neighbor

hoods should be colonized.

This rapid growth h? s caused a shortage of housing

facilities, which in turn has created toe

problem of which we speak#

ksong the essential features of a healthy and happy neighborhood life
are:

the neighborhood contacts with adjoining neighborhoods and municipal

services

(such -as pawing, sewerage, lighting and police protection) through

which the city exerts its influence to create a progressive community.
It is evident thrt. the health problem of Negroes crested by congestion
wrban conditions calls for a special method of control.

As far back as crn be

cited the mortality and morbidity rates of the Negrok^H^ been much, higher than
that of the whites, {by the tenas mortality and morbidity, re moan the death
and sick rate of a particular group) and for th t reason alone it ie necessary
to curb or modify this condition.

One of the outstanding factors necessary

for the health of the Kegro is proper housing facilities.

This factor ie more

or less hampered by polities which are exercised wholly outside of the Hegro»s
control.

Thus the Kegro of Houston, end the south in general, is placed at

a disadvantage.
There is no question th t the inferior living Conditions of the Fegro
contribute largely to respiratory, intestinal diseases and the high infant
death-rate.

There is no doubt th t with the proper housing conditions, the

enforcement of health ordinances, proper zoning ordinances and the aid of the
sanitary inspection, this problem, which Is of vital importance to the Kegro
would be reduced to a minimum.

3

Housing:

One of the most important fee tors included in the health program

of the ISegro, is housing. This one factor should be of vital importance
to any noun, because It hrs to do with the health of the :roup which la turn
determines the progress of the race,
me Question might be asked "Is housing a problem of the community^"
Hie answer that would naturally come is "that it is not."

But only an aspect

of the poverty problem involving no responsibility of the community beyond
what it has for general poverty conditions, JSven if this were a complete
statement of the relation of the community of housing needs, it will be seen
that housing would still be in the category of coraasunity problems in that it
is s Question of enforcement of sanitary laws, and of adopting tenement house
regulations. The city planning regulations should relet# very closely* housing
conditions, here again the comunity is involved. But bad or inadequate
housing is not merely a phase of poverty, but people who are not in such con
ditions fin

ifficulty In securing good home c'emmodetions, end the general

drift of building in large cities scans to be toward apartment houses. In
order to loosen up the sources of ore sit for the poor as well ee others so
that they might have facilities in housing themselves. It will mean community
organization through building and loan aaso i tiona or other types of cooperative
groups. It also means legislation, enabling banks to lend more freely to home
builders, and possible establishment of new types of bank# to aid home owners.
We can then conclude that the problem of housing is a very vital problem
in the production of health and this problem is not one of individual concern,
but of the eocnunity. The conditions that we have found in Houston cannot be
attributed to the particular race that inhabits the locality, but to the city
at large.
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It has been found tltit the Negro In Houston lives in some four different
sections of the eity.

These sections are found to be typical Negro oousauniti.es.

The Statement of the Probl

.> discover health statue of Houston Negroes

us to some of the possible causes for the high mordibity and mortality rates
and the influence of the birth-rate in the quality of the population of that
eity.
Scope of the Problem

In the development of this problem, the writer is not

^interested in the mortality, aorbidity, end birth-rate es such, but in the
morbidity as it facilitates the mortality rate.

Its influence is noted in

\

the relation it has upon specific death-tolling diseases end in the birth
rate as it relrtes to the quality of the population, to material deaths,
and infant mortality.
T4«« nation and feet hog;
statistics, which fees
group.

ur problem has been c

.earned greatly with vital

to do with the birth end death-rate of e particular

Vital statistics represent a brarseh of the larger science of

derao r-phy and has to do »ith the application of the statistic 1 method of
cuch vital facts of the cosmmity as births, deaths^ morbidity from report
able diseases, a&rri'gee end divorces*
vital statistics and health**

"What relation is there between

It is possible to measure the health status

of a group through vital statistics.

Obviously the value of vital statistics

for any community depends upon the accuracy and promptness with which the
vital factors ere reported end recorded.

Then the data which we have gained

fro® such agencies as The Houston Public Health Agency, Houston Social Ser
vice Agency and v rioue other sources, sueh as individual studies, and
observations, must wet be wholly relied upon, because the data that hse been
collected by these agencies have been recorded with every death and birth,
but not with every case of sickness, for often medical service is either
impossible or unnecessary.

5
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Mortality Rate of Houston:

The death-rete esong Negroes is a subject that

tea been given comparatively little attention*

In view of the fact, howe ver,

that Negroes constituted 10$ of the total population of the Baited states in
1920, their mortality is generally known to the individual as being higher
than the white for many causes.

That they are of e different race from that

of the white for many reasons, the white with a different environment, heredity,
and history, and that the two races are brought in soae farts of the country
at least, into close contact with each other. Negro mortality is of interest
both in itself sad as 8 general public health problem}

Dr. Sydenstiiker and

his assistant, Dr. Mary Cover, are over looking a very important phase of
geTainant personality known as "racial poisons." This has been defined
explained by Br. "aniel «olford LaPue, in his book "r ental Hygiene."
reeds thus:

nd

It

"tinder the term "racial poisons" are commonly included those

substances which reach and poison the gema-plasm.

I'oct frequently mentioned

as possible or actual poisons of the germ cells ere lead, alcohol, *nd the
germs or products of syphilis.

There is also evidence which indicates that

racial plasm may be reached and at le; et temporarily contaminated by such
infections as tuberculosis and typhoid fever,

dertainly, those who had such

diseases should not undertake parenthood until they are fully recovered.

1Sydenstricker

E, and Cover t£», Public Health Bulletin, 174.
" Mortality Among Negroes"
p~3.

6

The want aoa-ton coalition, without n doubt, share dsfe etivc offspring
• <i;- B mtpiJle of mh 1 poisoning is *

•3,

to bet in with-

This frequently shows itself ttwiA «wh traits »: insanity,

epilepsy, feeble iniolllg^noe,
to -ertain

gstM-pdtesm th t wee of low grade

sexual looseness, alcoholism and eusc itihility

it eeee.1 Yon will pie as

note the 1st 1 use which proves th t

any 1 -.dividual regardless of race rn»y be suae a ?f.tble to an;/ type of diss* se
if the rom-pl-'sn of th© mother has seen poisoned.
heredity e; was st tad by

This cannot be termed

<r» trover & ay delta tricker, because the of spring

has not inherited any thing in the form of a Urease or any factor in that
would make for a shorter*© of life; but clue to the

mmken 3audit left of the

p ysiaal body the offspring is susceptible to various diseases, whi h should
never be termed es hereditary.
Our next Question is, why is the Pejppo more fuk -rptlble then the whites';
shy is h« born handicapped with a weak resistance';

Al' of this maybe answered

thus: eon - eted arses ia which to live, poor bousln; .5 en tit ions, lack of
proper working conditions, lack of political and social opportunity which
sake for higher standards of living*

These conditions lower the vitality of

the. Kerr© and thus u king him suseeptiuj.© to dise- see, those that ai-rry a
larg®

oriality rate.

"laToo, : ontal Hygiene

These

re the com; it >010 which exist in Houston, Texas.-

P. 121
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1h« table below will show the diseases which ©a»©e « lap,?© mortality
pete e ong Negroes in Houston, Texas.

| A U |I
Major Oauaes For loathe la Houston For Year, 1931

Disease

1931

natural nausea

Mf F W HB
88

31

12b

87

45

Lobar neuaonia

6?

47

:hro iic . ephrifcis

92

v s M V. ? M I! J
28

18

0

398

48

9

10

0

324

50

40

14

15

0

233

50

41

37

3

5

0

229

."ulxaonary Tubereulosia 65

39

43

39

12

13

1

211

apoplexy

79

59

27

40

2

1

0

208

iTeraature Birth

47

26

7

7

8

8

0

103

;,rterioeolerosis

38

21

7

1

0

2

0

69

Influenza

22

18

10

5

5

5

0

65

Automobile locident

35

13

9

5

1

3

0

66

Ifefocardltis

114 119

TOTAL

In table I, there are. listed some of tine Us© sob whteh take a 1 rge
ienth-rate in Houston,

exes, and also conditions which make for a high

mortalitjr pate, it should be noticed that the male hi?ck (M3) and Fasale
lack (FB) which is only 24

of the total population of Houston have a death-

t© as 1 rge as that of any other groups. Smh diae-see as fhilraasjary
Tubepaulosis, Pmmmtm and othar Mturel osuare net a higher per cant for

3

the Negro than for any other .group. Tram, the tsble presented, it is easy
to see the relation of various uleasees to the mortality and morbidity rate
of the Negro,

We can also not© the disease th t has taken the greatest toll

and turn our attention in this direction,
T A U S

II

fteec Deatb-n?te tar 1931

Death-T>s te 1S31
1237

38

Female White

873

25

Male Black

see

16

Feiaaie Black

634

15

Male Mexicans

98

2,5

Female Mexicans

88

2

Male J&D

1

Male White

With the physical conditions of the environment for the Fegro, it is
surprising that the taortelity is not even higher. If the preceding chapters
hay© been reed carefully, one aay note that the congestion, poor hose environ
ment, dm to lack of public attention, such as sanitary inspection of street a,
daily disposal of garbage, proper savage, proper lighting and ventilation of
hoses and various other ceeounity problems, make tor a general weak consti
tution very susceptible to di eases which stake for a high mortality among
Negroes in general.

9

C
fiie physical a on It ions whi

exist in Houston

of ©XI cities in which Hegroes live an t
moderately low,

r© not characteristic

s a result the death-rate is

svtm though it is absolutely necessary to h ve

oou

physical conditions in the environment so «s to maintain -ood health, it is
•tlso equally important or essential that *t a group the Negro must beeaM
inore careful of personal hygiene and proper care of the body.

This can best

be don© through frequent visits to the public health agencies, lectures nnd
literature for the purpose of establishing and iBalm icing good health in
all group*.
In fable 1, it us© noted that the specit'io diseases caused

aatb and

in "fable II, the rate of de ;h or nusaber of deaths resulting train these
diseases is recorded.
Froa the following table you sill observe th t the. 1 rgest percent of
deaths aeaong Hegroea tehee ul«o# bet nee a the ages of 40 to 50.
be accounted.for on the basis of economic insufficiency,

This may

ongestel

nd

crowded living coalitions, weaker av -stilt ition due to poisoning of r-ertnpleara of parent end age, 'These oaong essay others can be seid to toe causes
for the high teeth-rate which exist wng Negroes of the ages between 50 and
40 while that of the white race is between 00 end TO, meaning that there is
a difference of about 10 or HO years in the life span of the two races.

T A B L &

III

Age At Which Death Occurred

J W

M 3

F B

IS tt

Fa

79

61

25

16

10

L Month to 1 Year

42

46

24

17

1-5

37

21

20

5-10

21

18

10-20

44

20-30

K J

Torn

8

0

199

10

22

0

161

3

13

7

0

106

3

4

2

4

0

52

39

24

39

5

8

0

159

96

73

85 104

17

11

0

386

30-40

99

67

86

89

11

10

0

362

40—50

142

@3

132

115

9

7

1

504

50-60

199

100

109

77

9

7

0

501

60-70

214

113

43

42

3

3

0

428

70-00

189

145

26

13

3

1

0

377

80-00

64

80

3

5

0

0

0

152

90-100

10

11

1

4

1

0

0

27

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

3

1237

373

586

534

98

88

1

3417

1931
Dfade? 1 SSonth

Over 100
W&l

Table III, ahowinA the cCaspar tlve ages «t rhiah death la 210st pronounced
la each race.
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TABLE

IV

Social Relations

Conjugal Relatione

M W T W

M 8

f B

M M 7M

B J

rom

Single

349

217

173

106

52

50

0

947

Married

609

335

252

233

27

26

0

1482

idowed

ids

209

110

154

8

10

0

763

Divorced

32

12

27

23

0

1

1

. 96

Kot stated

65

10

24

18

11

1

0

129

1237 873

586

534

90

88

1

3417

TOTAL

You fill note la Table IV, that the death-rate of married parsons is
greater than that of single, this particular condit on in Houston varies
from tbi.-t of the United States in general*

In the

iteet

tates as a whole

%

the death-rate ic highest among the single persons.
yet

a

fhie variation cannot

ccouate* for, mi is a vary fertile field of .study*

OrreftfL study .111 prove that with a high death-rate among the married
people of any group

ill more or less make for a Irrge percent of dependent

children, who will grow up under unfavorable condition* and in a large aeesure
help to account for the

hort life span of the Rerro.

e will conclude th t

with this vara tie* corses another very grave problem, the problem of Kegro
Youth.
Birth Uste of Houston:

Statistics for births i r e far less reliable than

deaths, because it is doubtful th t 11 the flegro births apg registered,
law/ever there is eno>iga material available to draw e conclusion concerning
the birth rate a* it r@l tea to the death rate.

^

12

besides las re; sing the proportion of tho; e of forei^ stock in cities,
the selective c hirector of the dlohittg birth rate e pears . Iso to be causing
families of superior value, from the biological point of view to disappear,
for it is among the well-to-do ami successful th t the so called "race
suicide* tnkes place.
a

This contention assuaee, of course, that there is

ter biolo leal y 1 .e i

upper ol* stiB

OS NOSIEV*

.

is pro-v

iy

true to some degree, yet it is en agruaent that can be pushed too far,

mong

the higher type of isigreate for example, there rosy be more ability than
ifflong the n fcive stock th t r; via in the rur l districts,
merne social opportunity r>n

31

^ ore over success

,

Table Y, shows the number of births for the year. It'31, for the three
outstanding r-'ces in Houston for .Vhites, Negroes and : ex leans,
T A B L i

V

Birth Rate l or Ye» r 1931

Race As To sex
Kale

T0TA1

bites

2150

female Whites

2061

Bale Blacks

530

faaaale Blacks

511

Male Mexicans

21?

Fertile Mexicans

173

TOT.il

^uoode, "Comnainity"

5642

p, 14f>

IS

Fro® this table one will note tbst the number of births do not balance
with the deaths for the Segno* Ibe deaths for the Negro during the year
1S51, total 1120 end the births for -this era© year, total 1041, soaking the
births 79 leas than it should be if there is to be an iaoreeae In the Negro
instead of n decrt. ee.
|
?|B L
VI
Illegitimate Births For Ye?r 1931

u w

F W

M B

F B

MU

F II

TOTAL

33

50

53

58

5

3

202

ihe above table showing the number of illegitimate births indicate th?t
the Hegro ranks first here*

This condition may be attributeI to the eon—

ffeatJon and the sugg stibtlity of the Quarters which Negroes must occupy
in th

city of Houston,

Hospital: It was found th t ther

w-.s only one Tuberculosis aniter!urn in

Houston which admitted He-roes. Thit- sanitarium is situ ted on
in e very ettractive location with well kept grounds*
sanit- rium in nine

uffalo rive

he time limit in this

ths. If the individual is on -he ro

to recovery, they

must leave "fter this length of time end return to the environment frora which
they came* This seems s, very unwise thing to do for the reason th -t the eeae
conditions most likely prevail on r turning that prev iled before leaving with
this most dangerous disease, sad if the ptient is fore;ml out of the institution
not only is the peiisnt subject to a back set or relaps, but other individuals
re subject to this disease.

„
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There are three hospitals to wM"h the Megr© is ndaitted for medical
treatment and care.

The Jefferson Dsvts Hospital, Herman Hospital, end

Houston Regro Hospital.

The Jefferson Devis Hospital is a municipal owned

and operated by the city with only charity wards, with a capacity of 15©
hods.

The fcresfeaeBfc given ffegroes (it seetaa) is not the nest.
The Herman Hospital was given by asr, Berarm, who died 191c, leaving

a will that would t»:>ke care of the &iu« in Harris Jounty regeroiess of race.
The entire second floor is used for Kegro patients with many modern con
veniences,

The patients in this hospital E«sn to get very good attention.

Tlie Houston Negro Hospital was made pcesihle by the city's contributing
two city blocks end , 80,000 gift from Hr. J. S. Oxdlian.

'fhis hospital was

create*! June 19, 1S26, in memory of Lieutenant John Holm aullmn, .544 field
w

Artillery, 90th. Division of the American Expeditionary forces, who was fatally
wounded, and dedicated a portion of his estate for the use of Negroes,
Negro patient here receives the

The

est j-ttentian that they are able to give.

This hospital bus no' been able to do its best, bee use of various hendicape
due to administration and other factors.

15

n a u

vii

Stsaber Of Birth# i-er Hospital

MW

P W m B r s

n M

Baptist

518

477

i

0

1

0

1

998

St# Joseph's

431

437

0

0

4

2

0

384

Jefferson Davis

388

143 193

206

55

44

0

810

U<kww>MM

rternan

140

256

37

60

1

0

0

433

Methodist

149

134

0

0

0

0

0

233

Heights Clinic

83

89

0

0

0

0

0

171

Olartcview

19

34

0

0

0

2

2

47

Chiropractic

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

2

Houston Negro

0

0

2

3

0

0

0

5

1514 1455 263

269

63

48

1

3613

TOTAL

w n ?! 3

TOTAL

The above table will who* the nuaher of births that took place in these
hospitals for the year, 1231. You will note tk t the Jefferson Osvi® Hospital
lee« as far as the Bogie was tomerned, because it is a hospital which wholly
asters to the public without cost,
Other Health Producing Agencies?

^
«ithi4» the city of Honeton, therr ere many

othsr health agencies such as physicians, dentists, nurses, phermists and raidwives•

All of these persons serve to promote good health and well-being among

the Negr©. The largest percent of Negro physiolens in Houston received their
training at Meharry ledlean College, Nashville, Tonnessee. A large number
of the registered nurses received training there also# these persons, it has
been estimated handle only 50$ of the Negro practice, while the other 50$ is

16

handled by- the white physicians.
medical association.

This inform tion wa» given by the local

The «am thing is true of the dentists.

In this case

50# of the Kegro practice ia done by white.
There s@mu> to he no law in the city of Houston regarding the educational
am professional training of the mid-wife.

It ens estimated tfc t approxi

mately 60# of the mothers on the lowest economic scale engage mid-wires at
child birth. 60 we can see that there will be o-ly 40# of the births of fiegroes
In the hospitals.
anvironaent;

It has been found th t the Kegro in Houston lives in soma four

different sections of the city. These sections ere found to be typical negro
communities. There hav

been statements to show that 40-41 # of thoae in

third ward are owned by whites; 67*04# in fourth ward; 48*01# in fifth ward;

1*80# of those in six ward* asking a totcl of 545 or 46.98# of the hcoees in
which Negroes earned by whites and 708 or 53.25# owned by Negroes}'
«e would naturally son's? Just whet relation would the question of owner

ship have upon the health of the Hegro in general. There is a very close
relation between ownership f.-nd good health, bee-use the Houses th: t are
owned by Begroee are usually found to be in a better condition than those
Coined or owned by whites. It ha a been found th t after the houao ia
built by the whites, there sre very tew repair® srsde and the general condition
>

of the property becomes unsanitary «Wd the Begro ia exposed to vcriooa diseases.
I think it will be appropriate just here to give the conditions of each
of the w® rds th t e e populated by Hegroes.
In Third Werd, it was found that the system of drainage is very bad. Poor

•^Thomas, Jessie 0. "Social study of Houston"

pp. 30-32
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lighting facilities, unpaved streets end out door tpiltts tsive very offensive
aeii&tborhooa *o.«. ^tions an- sake breeding places for gome »nl diseases.
la. fourth ,.ard, the drainage was very poor sad in esse places poor
lighting.

This is found on Lamb street, Gillette and Qenesell Streets.

In

some places eater steads high and houses* ere low, streets ere not paved,
but in comparison with the other entered wards, the condi tiona are reach better.
In fifth ward, there was also poor drainage, no side ^alks or pavement,
poor lifting conditions and few fire plugs, which »e*ae, feh«t the property
sad life of the Negroes in this area are in danger.
Is Six lard, there wee poor drainage, no pavements, rubbish in ditches
and in streets, oat uoor toilets, and in sono instances sows and hogs are
kept in years {ares of yeed itd*£4) poor lighting.
In Jlorth Side, we found poor lighting conditions, no paveneisi, £&*
sewerage line© srd

ocr drrinege.

***
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Depression and Unemployment Have Not Yet Affect ad Public Health:

The 1931

health record of the millions of insured wage-earners in the Uhited States
and Canada, and their dependents, was the most remarkable of all times. It
is true that their death rate was not reduced to an absolute minimum. But,
in spite of the most severe industrial depression of a generation, which
lasted throughout the year, and in the face of a widespread epidemic of in
fluenza during the first quarter, the 1931 death rate exceeded the previous
minimum by only one percent. It my safely be said th; t as yet there has not
been any injury to the public health from the economic conditions that have
prevailed.
The year of 1S31 started badly and in no year was the health outlook more
unpromising than it was warly in this year. The unfavorable business conditions
of 1930 had continued into the new year end were becoming progressively worse.
In practically every industry, the number of unemployed workers was increas
ing. 'This condition prevailed everywhere, no part of the country was exempt.
The relief organizations and other health agencies have been giving more
help than ever before to those who ere in need. This has no doubt delayed
the bad effect of unemployment upon the public health. Wage-earners have
been , during this period, compleed to eat flower food and less food whieh
is conducive to good health. Not spying th.t h; rd times or period of de
pressions make for good health, but that so far there can be seen no ill
effeets. In other words, we can not tell just what the out come will be,
because we are still in a period of depression. It is never possible to
study the effect of a situation until the crisis has passed.

In view of

this, the unemployment condition of the Nation and the effect it has upon
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the individual will have to be studied when prosperity has been established.
Tens of thousands of families, who had never felt the pinch of active or
actual want, were now being brought face to ffece with this condition. This
was anything but conducive too to good health and a low death rate. Then
as early as January, there came a pronounced rise in sickness
from influenza and pneumonia.

4nd

mortality

There was a particularly note worthy increase

in mortality were observed everywhere. In February, the influenze death-rate
rose sharply, and as had happened in previous influenza epidemics, there was
a considerable rise in the mortality from the principal "degenerative" diseases.
Thus, every indication, during the first Quarter of 1931, pointed to a year of
above average mortality.
In April, there was a marked turn for the better, during this month one of
the lowest April death—rates ever registered In any public health agency w a
registered during the second quarter of the year or during this month. The
mortality during the second ouarter of the year was actually lower than that
for the like period of any previous year. Below average death-rates continued
to prevail during the rest of 1931, with th result th- t a year of economic
depression camplid with an influenza epidemic, failed by only a narrow mar
gin to register the lowest mortality rate ever recorded. Four months of the
year, namely, May, August, November, and December, registered lower deathrates than were ever recorded for these same months in any previous year!
No one can say, however, how long unfavorable business conditions can
continue without causing an appreciable rise in the death-rate. Thus far
many persocs have been able to fall back upon their savings, inasmuch as
the depression was preceded by 8 long period of good employment at high
wages, which enabled families to save money. But this group has become

•"•Statistical Bulletin,"Metropolitan Life Insurance?

p. 1 - 2
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smaller and smaller.

This will necessarily mean that there will have to be

something by which the peo le might be cared for

fter this depression, not

only for this period is aid needed, but for a definite set primarily to help
health conditions not only for the Negro, but for all.
«hen we think of the increasing death-rate and decreasing birth-rate of
the Negro, it is alarming, because it destroys the future of the Negro.

There

must be cone immediate and definite plan worked out whereby this high deathrote of the Negro might be curbed.

There ie not much working out to be done,

if the public health agencies and all public municipal institutions functioned
ss they should, there would be no such conditions as exist today.
Mortal it?/ and Birth-rate:

There is much that can be done in those hospitals

th t the Negro is permitted to attend.

This one institution alone can do much

to decrease the high mortality rate among the Negroes.

If it is necessary to

have ooloxed nurses to do some of the duties, then it is a quite evident fact
th t she is needed od for th t reeson should be given opportunity to serve.
If the white nurses refuse to give che proper attention, then the trained
nurse should be dinged to call.
Negro trained nurse,

In fact, it is the rightful think that the

"ace consciousness ma less it rlso preferable that the

nurrsis should be Negro ones.

It was found that in the Negro Hospitals, the

care given was the best tiu,t could be expected, but here we do not find the
/

proper equipment necessary

net the administration was to some degree week.

Nov., with this in mind, you c n rexdily see that not only is it necessary for
the proper type of community to be given to the Negro, but that the Negro must
produce within its own race better tr; i sf men and women to direct the
stitutions which they h ve under their supervision.

In

In other eras, the treat

ment in this irstc .ce is better tr ined leaders.
You will please note the data given that the Negro doctors of Houston
receive only 50£ of the practice, while the other 50^ is received by white
doctors.
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The big question here ia "Why is this true?"
properly trained?

Is it that Negroes as

race ana help it grow?

s well

the Negro takes his profession too

\

roup refuse to stick with the

Is it that Negro doctors are not interested enough

in the race and its progress

about the Negro doctor.

Is it the Negro is not

s in their profession?
lightly?

If these things

Is it that

These things are usually said

re true, it should be the primary

of those persons concerned to become better trsined and to give better ser
vice so that through their efforts, the high mortality rate which is now most
evident fo decreased to a . ;i ii um.
Fro/a out tables on vitl statistics, you will note th-.t the death-rate
of Negroes exceeds tkt of the birth-rate by 7S persona:, meaning th t there
were for the. year, 1G31, 70 more deaths than births giving for this particu
lar ye r a r^ rked decrease in Negro popul tion.
condition?

,Vh t can be done about this

Should the Negro reproduce more slowly and more selective or

rapidly without selecti n?

kith these questions ia mind, the following arises:

"Should the Negro practice eugenic methods in or er to produce the best within
the group?"

I should say , Y&S, and explain it in those terris, thrt the Negro

should be given by the community in which he lives the sdrentage of housing
facalities and there lend to perpetuate the best of his kind by selective
mating.

e ray consider this point as being first under health improvement

of the Negro.

In fact the question of belli; v oil bor

to ell civilized nations of the world.
of the world.

If

is one of Importance

If this is of concern to all nations

his is of concern to ell nations, it Is or should be of

vital concern to i fast diminishing group.
The effects of eugenic pr: otic a could not be determined at once, but the
result woulu be most outstanding in the future.

Thru the process of selective

mating, ie will produce the well born which vsill in turn decrease the mor
tality rate among Negroes.
T»profrement

oi Housing fragilities:

one main factor th t seems to characterize
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the streets and wards of Houston, is poor drainage#

This one thing alone can

supply the whole of e community with dlseoee enough to quickly destroy a race
through a high mortality rate.

Then there should be a general improvement

made of drainage, lighting end sewerage.

Not only do Negro sections need

the above mentioned things, but also paved streets that ere sufficiently
wide to permit two automobiles to pass at the same time.
for the protection of Negro property and Negro life.

More fire plugs
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